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The King

                                                                    
The king can move one square in any direction.
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The Queen

                                                                   
The Queen can move any number of squares in any 

direction (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) but cannot jump 
over another piece..
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The Rook

                                                        
The Rook can move any number of squares horizontally or 

vertically but cannot jump over another piece.
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The Bishop

                                                            
The Bishop can move any number of squares diagonally but 

cannot jump over another piece.
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The Knight

                                                         
The Knight moves in an L formation.  It moves 2 squares in 
one direction and 1 square in another direct.  It is the only 

piece that can jump over other pieces.
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The Pawn

                                                             
The Pawn can move one square vertically, or two squares 

vertically on it's first turn.  It may move one square 
diagonally if that square is occupied by an opponents piece.
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white king white queen white knight

white pawn white rook white bishop

black king black queen black knight
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black pawn black rook black bishop

white king white queen white knight

white pawn white rook white bishop
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black king black queen black knight

black pawn black rook black bishop
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Set Up The Opposite Side

Cut these out and glue in the appropriate spot
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King

Color all the squares where the king can move in RED
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Queen

Color all the squares where the queen can move in PURPLE.
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Knight

Color all the squares where the knight can move in GREEN
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Rook

Color all the squares where the rook can move in BLUE
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Bishop

Color all the squares where the bishop can move in ORANGE
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Pawn

Color all the squares where the pawn can move in YELLOW
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Match the Name

 

Knight Rook

Queen Pawn

Bishop King
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Chessmen Patterning
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I am the King

I am the Queen

I am a Knight

I am a Pawn

I am a Rook

I am a Bishop
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Match the Black and White Pieces
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Find the Same
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